. Comparison of DNA methylation profiles from MRTs and ATRTs to TCGA cases revealed that RTs are distinct from adult tumor and differentiated tissue types, and show relative similarities to cancers originating from neural crest-derived cell types, brain cancers and normal brain tissues. Related to Figure 1 .
Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of 301 MRT and ATRT cases, 9,757 TCGA cases and 475 TARGET cases representing 33 different tumor types and 23 normal tissue types was performed using DNA methylation array data. Median methylation levels were used to represent each tumor and normal tissue type. The top 8,000 most variable median values were used for the clustering analysis. A suffix, "_TUM", indicates an adult tumor case, whereas "_Tum" denotes a pediatric tumor case. "_NORM" indicates a matched adult normal case, whereas "_Norm" indicates a pediatric normal case. Disease abbreviations are listed in the STAR Methods. HES7  TBX6  AES  HES1  ERBB2  NOTCH1  MAPK1  NFYB  LEF1  HEY2  LFNG  HES5  CTNNB1 Pearson correlation coefficients were transformed to Z scores to show the deviation from the mean for each cell types. MYC, -SHH, -TYR, adult (n = 5; labeled "Adult_Cere") and fetal cerebellum samples (n = 4; labeled "Fetal_Cere"), normal kidney samples (n = 6; labeled "TARGET_Kidney"), and samples from 52 normal tissue types from GTEx (n = 2,500; with a suffix, "_N").
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